Lyndon's Interpolation Theorem asserts that for any valid implication between two purely relational sentences of rst-order logic, there is an interpolant in which each relation symbol appears only in those polarities in which it appears in both the antecedent and the succedent of the given implication. This note proves a similar interpolation result under the additional requirement that, for some xed tuple U of unary predicates U, all formulae under consideration have all quanti ers explicitly relativized to one of the U. Under this stipulation, existential / universal quanti cation over U contributes a positive / negative occurrence of U.
Theorem 1 Let ' and be U-relativized formulae such that ' j = . Then there is a U-relativized Lyndon interpolant for ' j = : (i) is a U-relativized formula.
(ii) free( ) free(') \ free( ). (iii) occ( ) occ(') \ occ( ). (iv) ' j = and j = .
The statement of the theorem has two readings, one for rst-order with equality, and one for rst-order without equality.
This strengthens Lyndon's Interpolation Theorem 7] (with or without =), which may be recovered from the theorem by trivializing the relativization.
Theorem 2 (Lyndon's Interpolation Theorem) Let ' and be formulae such that ' j = . Then there is a Lyndon interpolant for ' j = :
(i) occ( ) occ(') \ occ( ).
(ii) free( ) free(') \ free( ).
(iii) ' j = and j = .
This follows from Theorem 1 if we put^ = _ fUg for a new unary U, U = fUg and pass from ' and to their relativizations to U,' and^ . By the theorem, there is a U-relativized Lyndon interpolant^ for V Ux^' j =^ (here V Ux is shorthand for V n i=1 Ux i if x = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ). One obtains the desired Lyndon Interpolant for ' j = by replacing every atom of the form Uy in^ by >.
We turn to the proof of the theorem, and rst introduce some terminology and notation. The cases with and without equality can be treated together. Actually, the case with equality requires only one minor systematic modi cation, as will be indicated immediately. Let A and B be -structures with universes A and B respectively. We consider certain subsets p A B which are to be viewed as weak partial isomorphisms.
This notion calls for the one crucial modi cation if we want to deal with equality: in that case, and in that case only, all the p under consideration are required to be the graphs of partial 1{1 functions; in the case without equality, we consider a priori arbitrary subsets of A B.
If p A B, we regard dm(p) = fa 2 A j (9b 2 B)((a; b) 2 p)g as the domain of p, and im(p) = fb 2 B j (9a 2 A)((a; b) 2 p)g as the image of p. If a = (a 1 ; : : : ; a n ), b = (b 1 ; : : : ; b n ), and if (a i ; b i ) 2 p for i = 1; : : : ; n, we simply indicate this situation by writing a b 2 p. Let The following is the main proposition towards the proof of the theorem; indeed, it may be thought of as the structural interpolation property behind the theorem. The situation is depicted in the following sketch. Alternatively, one might want to work with encodings of pairs of structures and back-and-forthsystems from the start, and prove Corollary 8 directly from a model theoretic games perspective, via direct applications of compactness and L owenheim-Skolem. This alternative approach, which avoids the detour through !-saturated structures, has been elaborated on and applied to a uniform treatment of numerous preservation and characterization results in 6].
Proof. Let 6 2 A B. We let the universe C of the desired structure C be a subset of (A _ f g) ( Let R be n-ary, c 2 C n . We write c = a b, where in general a 2 (A _ f g) n and b 2 (B _ f g) n . We distinguish several cases. Classical preservation theorems Consider a relational rst-order formula '(x) = '(x 1 ; : : : ; x k ) that is preserved under extensions: A B and A j = ' a] together imply that B j = ' a]. Let U 1 ; U 2 be two new unary predicates, not in the vocabulary of ', and put U = fU 1 ; U 2 g. Let ' U i be the result of relativizing ' to U i . Then preservation under extensions for ' is expressed by the following validity:
Note that all formulae occurring here are U-relativized. Theorem 1 provides a Urelativized interpolant (x), with no occurrence of U 1 and only positive occurrences of U 2 . It follows that is purely existential. Considering the special case that U 1 = U 2 in the antecedent, we nd that V U 2 x^' U 2 j = j = ' U 2 . Further restricting attention to the case that 8xU 2 x in these implications, we replace in all atoms U 2 y by > to obtain a formula 0 , which is in the vocabulary of ', purely existential, and equivalent with ', since in this special case both V U 2 x^' U 2 and ' U 2 are logically equivalent with '.
We note that a similar connection between existential preservation and a many-sorted interpolation property (to be dealt with in the next section) is prominently discussed as an application for many-sorted interpolation by Feferman in 5].
As usual, a similar argument gives the classical preservation theorem concerning monotonicity and positivity (which of course directly follows from Lyndon's Interpolation Theorem). The point in the above is rather that the extension/existential and the monotone/positive preservation phenomena are attributed to the same source, as it were, in the present relativized picture.
A many-sorted interpolation theorem Consider many-sorted rst-order logic with n sorts in a relational vocabulary. We here assume that all predicates and variables are typed w.r.t. the sorts and that the sorts are disjoint. 3 The standard translation into a one-sorted framework transforms a many-sorted relational structure (A 1 ; : : : ; A n ; R; : : : ) with disjoint sorts A i into a structure whose universe A is (an arbitrary superset of) S A i having new unary predicates U 1 , : : : , U n to indicate the di erent sub-domains corresponding to the di erent sorts. Putting U = (U 1 ; : : : ; U n ), the many-sorted rstorder formulae naturally translate into U-relativized formulae. Care has to be taken if free variables are around: while the many-sorted framework restricts each free variable to its particular sort implicitly, the corresponding semantic restriction has to be made explicitly in the translation. Care has also to be taken w.r.t. the translation of implications. A priori the validity of a many-sorted implication implies the validity of the U-relativized one-sorted translated implication only in restriction to those one-sorted structures that arise as encodings of the original many-sorted structures.
Those are the structures for which the U s are disjoint, each relation R is restricted to a product of sub-domains U s according to its speci ed type, and each free variable x i is interpreted as an element of that U s(i) that corresponds to its sort. For well-formed many-sorted formulae, however, the restriction concerning the interpretation of relations R is irrelevant because R-atoms in what would be inadequate sorts do not a ect the semantics of the translated formula (as long as the free variables are restricted to the appropriate sorts). The restriction of the free variables to their respective sorts will be made explicit below. So what remains is the apparent problem about disjoint versus overlapping sub-domains U s , which is resolved in the light of the following reverse transformation. Let A = (A; U 1 ; : : : ; U n ; R; : : : ) be an arbitrary structure of the indicated type, a = (a 1 ; : : : ; a k ) 2 A k such that a i 2 U A s(i) for i = 1; : : : ; k. Let (1) where ' U and U are the results of relativizing every quanti er in these formulae to the appropriate sort. We specialize to the case in which ' and share the same free variables x 1 ; : : : ; x k . This assumption makes the analysis more straightforward.
Let free-sorts be the set of sorts of the free variables of ' and . Identifying a sort with its encoding predicate U, we may think of free-sorts as a subset of U. A direct application of Theorem 1 to the valid implication (1) yields an interpolant (x 1 ; : : : ; x k ), which is U-relativized and has occ( ) ? occ(' U ) free-sorts f+g \ ? occ( U ) free-sorts f?g : (2) Now is not at rst of the form that would immediately translate back into a manysorted formula. But note that, since V i U s(i) x i^' U j = (x 1 ; : : : ; x k ), all free variables of may be assumed to be appropriately typed. It remains to remove in all wrongly typed occurrences of predicates R, and all occurrences of predicates U s apart from occurrences in explicit relativizations. W.l.o.g. each bound variable in is quanti ed exactly once, and therefore also has a unique sort attributed to it. Any R-atom in that may in this fashion acquire an inappropriate type is now replaced by ?, the same goes for atoms U s y, whenever y is a variable attributed to any sort di erent from U s .
Clearly, the resulting formula 0 is still good as an interpolant for the implication (1) in restriction to all structures that arise as one-sorted encodings of many-sorted structures. Note that the rst sort transforms as under a homomorphism, while the second sort transforms as under an inverse homomorphism. Special Chu transforms are the following: Suppose '(x; ) is an equality-free 5 two-sorted rst-order formula that is preserved under the special Chu transforms of types (a) and (b). According to van Benthem's preservation theorem 2], ' is equivalent to a formula ' that is purely existential in the rst sort and purely universal in the second. We can here obtain ' as an interpolant in an application of our main theorem, in the context of the natural one-sorted encodings of Chu spaces. Let us use unary predicates U and V for the sub-domains corresponding to the rst and second sort, respectively. Let ' U be the result of relativizing all quanti ers in ' accordingly, to either U or V . In the light of the treatment of the many-sorted interpolation theorem outlined above, it will su ce to show that ' U is equivalent with a U-relativized formula in which U occurs only positively and V only negatively. This is achieved in two separate steps, the rst one using Chu transforms of type (a) to eliminate negative occurrences of U, the second one using Chu transforms of type (b) to eliminate positive occurrences of V . For the rst step let ' 1 = ' U , ' 2 the result of renaming U to U 0 in ' U . Then preservation of ' under Chu transforms of type (a) corresponds to the validity of ' 2 (x; )^^U 0 x^^V ^8x(U 0 x ! Ux) j = ' 1 (x; ): This is an implication between fU; V; U 0 g-relativized formulae, and Theorem 1 yields a formula (x; ) with no occurrence of U 0 and only positive occurrences of U. Identifying U and U 0 , we nd that ' U and are indeed equivalent if x and respect the 5 To recover the full content of van Benthem's theorem, one should not require the absense equality, but obtain it in a preliminary step based on preservation under onto-homomorphisms in the rst sort (which goes to eliminate inequalities over the rst sort) and inverse onto-homorphisms in the second sort (which similarly allows us to eliminate inequalities over the second sort); we leave that part out, as it has no direct relevance for our concerns.
sorts. For the second step assume that ' U is positive in U, and let ' 1 = ' U , ' 2 Theorem 1 now yields a formula (x; ), still positive in U, with no occurrence of V 0 and only negative occurrences of V . Identifying V and V 0 , we nd that ' U and are indeed equivalent if x and respect the sorts. This new then can essentially serve as ' . Up to some necessary syntactic clean-up as we saw in the treatment of many-sorted interpolation, ' may be translated back into a two-sorted formula in the original vocabulary involving just E with only existential quanti cation over the rst and only universal quanti cation over the second sort.
